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1989 Presidential lecturer

Angelou weaves poetry with history
By Lynn M. Cowan
Editor-in-Chief

Presidential lecturer Maya Angelou.

Maya Angelou interwove
drama, poetry, and folk songs
to explain how African Amer
icans survived their tulmultuous
history through their literature
in the 1989 Presidential Lecture
on March 7.
“ African Americans have
survived through their literature
and poetry...this is a literature
that speaks through the Black
condition and human expe
rience,” said Angelou, a worldfamous poet, historian, actress,
playwright and author of /
Know Why the Caged Bird
Sings, an autobiographical ac
count of her youth that was
nominated for a National Book
Award in 1970..
“The essence of the Black
condition is this: Am I worthy?
Am I worth asking of my
community, family, lovers and
relatives the best they could,
should and must give to me?”
Angelou said. “The only way we
can see ourselves as worthy is
through Black American poe
try.”
Angelou read poetry by

State Police raids Rat
By Jane Bech Nielsen
Assignment Editor__________
Nine MSC students were
charged with drinking while
underage and the college admin
istration suspended alcohol
privileges indefinitely after the
N.J. State Police raided the
Rathskellar last Thurday night,
according to Dean of Students
Dr. Edward Martin.
The raid took place after the
Clifton office of Alcoholic
Beverages Commission (ABC)
received complaints that the Rat
was serving alchohol to minors,

said Martin.
The ABC has the power to
revoke MSC’s liquor license,
and the administration is now
waiting for a decision from the
commission.
According to SGA President
Tommy Mergola, there is a
guest policy at the Rat to
prevent non-M SC students
from entering. “How did these
(ABC) officers, without an
MSC I.D., enter the Rathskellar
unhindered?” asked Mergola.
“Somebody—an administrator
or a member of the Faculty
Student Co-op—knew about

this raid ahead of time in order
for that to happen.”
Martin said that to the best
of his knowledge, the raid was
not part of a continuing inves
tigation.
In addition to the nine un
derage arrests, one student was
arrested for providing alcohol
to a minor, and another student
was charged with obstructing
the state police investigation,
Martin said. The campus police,
who were called in to assist the
state police in their investiga
tion, charged a 12th individual
cont. on p. 3

Confrontation between frais,
erupts in Student Center brawl
By Maggie Cymbala
Staff Writer
At about 11:00 p.m. on
March 4, a fight broke out
between two fraternities who
were attending a dance held in
the Student Center.
Sigma Phi Rho, who was one
of the fraternities involved in the
altercation, was sponsoring the
event along with Delta Sigma
Theta sorority.

According to Campus Police,
there were no arrests made and
no outside authorities had to be
called in. One man had to be
treated for a laceration to his
eye, but no other injuries were
reported.
Associate Dean of Students
James Harris said, 200-300
people attended the function.
Students from other campuses
were admitted as guests of
MSC. There were two security
guards on duty.

The fight reportedly began in
the Student Center Ballrooms,
where the dance was held. Later
the participants went outside
and were arguing in the Mall
in front of the Student Center.
Campus Police was called in to
control the incident.
Todd LeBonn of Phi Beta
Sigma told the SGA legislature
that the cause of the incident
cont. on p. 5

Langston Hughes, G eorgia
Douglas Johnson, and others to
illustrate the view A frican
Americans have of themselves
as worthy people.
She juxtaposed A frican
American writers’ views of their
culture to the view white Amer
ican writers hold of it. She
pointed in particular to her
experience as a producer and
writer of movies and television
shows. “I’ve known white peo
ple who have written pieces
about Blacks, but have never
even shaken hands with a Black
person. I’ve been Black for a
long time,” she said, “and I
never saw a natural Black
person say, ‘Dyn-a-mite’!”
Angelou said that television
shows th at stereotyped the
African-American culture and
character affected a generation
of children who watched them.
“Kids sat in front of the T.V.
and said, ‘This is Black.’ Then
they stepped out and did poor
imitations of poor imitations of
themselves,” she said. “Who
introduced these ideas and who
benefits frwnYhem?” she asked.
Angelou told members of the
overflowing
audience
in

M em orial A uditorium th at
reading was the key to knowl
edge. “You owe yourselves the
best you can think and be,” she
said. “You need to read, young
men and women."
“Listen to Black American
literature—I say this to all
races—because it is written for
you,” said Angelou.
Angelou concluded the lec
ture by reading one of her own
works, which she said was
written as a self-love poem for
women. “I wrote this for Black
women, white women, and
Asian women. I wrote this for
fat women who are proud of
their shape and when they walk
down the street, no man or
woman can take his or her eyes
off of them,” she said, and
proceeded to walk across the
stage, swinging her hips. “I also
w rote this for for skinny
wom en—those
unlucky
women.”
Many members of the au
dience had to sit between the
aisles or stand at the edges of
the auditorium to listen to
Angelou. “It was a very inspi
rational lecture,” said Elaine
Dwyre of Career Services.

W hy the delay
in Financial A id?
By Brian Nase
Asst. Assignment Editor
Money is on deposit for
MSC to use at the beginning
of each fall semester and
funds are available for dis
tribution to Financial Aid
recipients, said Dr. Randall
Richards III, director of
Financial Aid in response to
student complaints.
When asked why, if there
is money currently available,
there are'constant delays in
the distribution of financial
aid awards, particularly re
funds, Richards said, “mis
takes made when filling out
the Financial Aid Form
(FAF) cause most delays.”
Refunds include money
awarded in excess of tuition
and room and board. This
money is primarily used to
cover the expenses of books,
supplies, clothing and trans
portation, sometimes total
ing up to $1,600 per financial
aid recipient per year, ac
cording to Richards.
He said if a mistake is
made when filling out the
FAF, the entire filing process
is impeded. If the March 1

deadline is not met, delays
may also occur, he added.
Richards said verification
of student enrollment status
must be completed in order
for the FAF to be processed
properly. If a mistake is made
on the FAF, such as submis
sion of an incorrect social
security number, students are
not properly identified as
being enrolled. Finding
proof of enrollment becomes
complicated and causes de
lays, he added.
In the event that the Fi
nancial Aid office finds a
mistake on a student’s FAF,
notification of the error is
sent to the student, Richards
said.
If the student does not
correspond to the original
notice, two more notices are
sent. After the third notice
is sent, if the Financial Aid
office does not receive a
reply, notification is discon
tinued, he added.

Richards said recipients
can generally expect a finan
cial aid refund soon after the
50% Add/Drop registration
cont. on p. 7
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New ibrk City
$99 roundtrip
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$99 roundtrip
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$99 roundtrip

Chicago
$99 roundtrip

Boston
$99 roundtrip

Fort Lauderdale
$99 roundtrip
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$99 roundtrip
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$99 roundtrip

If you want to go places, it's time for the American
Express* Card.
Because now you can take advantage of new travel
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyforfull-time
students who carry theAmerican Express Card.
Travel privileges that offer:
Two $99 roundtrip tickets— flv to anv of
NORTHWEST the more than 180 cities served by NorthAIRLINES west in contiSuous United States.
LOOK TO US
Only one ticket may be used per sixmonth period.
SpecialQuarterlyNorthwestDestinationDiscounts
throughout1989-up to 25% off the lowest available fare.
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKS"
free travel program— where only 20,000 miles gets
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flies
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada.

And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time stu
dent, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
tickets with the Card*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
you can apply by phone. Just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
We’ll take your application and begin to process it
right away. What’s more, with our Automatic
Approval offers,
you can qualify now
while you’re still in
school.
Apply now. Fly later
— for less.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
TRAVEL
RELATED
ISERVICES

'Some restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembers autom atically receive two $99 vouchers in the m ail
© 1989 American Express Travel Related Services Compam. Inc
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SGA News

Rathskeller raided
cont. from p. 1
with disorderly conduct.
While the officers were per
forming the raid, no students
were perm itted to exit the
building, M artin said. This
created some tension in the
crowd inside the building. “Peo
ple got unhappy while the
officers were sorting out the
crowd and words were ex
changed,” he added.
Several students complained
that the officers treated the
offenders violently and harassed
several students who were ac-

tually of age. Martin said the
state police officers in charge of
the arrests varied in their atti
tude of how they related to
students.
He added that three officers
did very well but that there had
been some concern about the
roughness of a fourth officer.
“There is a degree of rough
ness to which students are not
accustomed in situations like
these,” Martin said.
The state trooper in question
could not be reached for com
ment.

All students were taken to the
campus police headquarters,
processed and released. They
are scheduled to appear in Little
Falls M unicipal C ourt on
March 8, at 8 p.m.
According to M artin, the
administration will take action
against the 11 students arrested
after their court appearance.
The students face possible pro
bation unless the court’s deci
sion requires that more serious
action is necessary.
“The students all face signif
icant financial penalties and
?f,
may lose their
fnlLdnvers] license for up to six
m m onths,” he added.
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Here’s a tip . . .
a Tax Tip.
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If you have at least one
dependent child living with
you and your income is less
than $11,000 a year, you may
qualify for the Earned
Income Credit and receive
money back from the IRS.
Publication 596 can tell you
how. Call 1-800-424-FORM
(3676) or the IRS Tkx Forms
number in your phone book
to get a copy.
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Party security lax
By D. Thomas Checkur
Staff Writer
SGA President Thomas Mergola refuted reports last night
which served to reduce the
importance of the fraternity
altercation that broke out last
weekend.
“Saturday night, I was the
witness of one of the most
deplorable acts I’ve ever seen,”
Mergola said. “There was a
brawl; I’ll call it a riot, because
that’s what it was. I saw vagrant
uses of violence I’ve never seen,
even in my military days.
“I was there, personally, and
anybody who was there and
tried to minimize the effect, and
what actually happened, is lying
to you. Anybody who says that
it wasn’t a riot, that it was just
a fight or a minor altercation,
that’s bull.”
Mergola added the threat of
guns was present. “I heard
someone yelling, ‘Take it out,
take out your gun,’ ” Mergola
said. “I was scared
Mergola said some concerns
have arisen about security,
administrators being on duty
there, scuffles that took place
afterwards in front of Blanton
Hall and the Drop-In Center,
students and guests that were
present.
“There was not enough secur

ity, there were two security
officers,” Mergola said “There
were major problems. What 1
request is a full investigation.”
Associate Dean of Students
James Harris said that he really
wanted to get rid of the rumors.
“Some people had thought we
were lax on security,” Harris
said. “People were there by 8:30
p.m. They monitored people
coming in. Everybody was well
behaved.”
Harris added there was some
discussion as to whether or not
weapons were in the building.
No weapons were discovered.
He said the two fraternities
clearly understand that some
type of penalty could be im
posed.
“They fully understand that
we have absolutely no tolerance
on this campus for violence,”
Harris said. “The two fraterni
ties have assured me that as for
the animosity, getting even, it’s
over. I’m reasonably sure that’s
the case.
Todd LeBonn, a member of
Phi Beta Sigma, said, “It was
a Sigma Phi Rho brother from
another campus who initiated
this.” He said the two fraterni
ties have come to an under
standing.
Mergola said, “I think you’ll
find the two organizations are
repentful.”
cont. on p. 6

Monday. March 13
Student Center
Ballrooms A & B
Two showings:
7 P.m. & 9 p.m.
$1.00 w/ID
&
$1.50 w/olD

CLUB is a Class I of SGA
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Campus Police Report

W eather cancellations

Visit results in Lovers’ quarrel

In the event that inclement weather or other circumstances make
it necessary for classes to be cancelled, the following radio stations
will air notices:
WCB—880 AM, W I N S - 1010 AM, W O R - 7 10 AM, WERA
1590 AM, WJLK— 1310 AM, W JDM —1530 AM, WNNJ— 103.7
FM, W M TR—1250 AM, W D H A -105.5 FM , WKER—1500
AM, WCTC—1450 AM, and W M G Q -198.3 FM.
^
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THE T SHIRT

A Bohn Hall resident was
arrested and charged with dis
orderly conduct and simple
assault at about 1:30 a.m., on
March 2.
The resident became violent
after the desk assistant on duty
did not recognize him as a
resident, and asked for a key
tag. When police arrived, the
resident remained uncoopera
tive and assaulted the officer.
At about 4 p.m., on March
2, police responded to an alter
cation involving a Stone Hall
resident and his former girl
friend. She had come to the
dorm to return some things to
him when an argument started.
The argument escalated into
a fight, and the resident struck
her. She refused to sign a
complaint and has been banned
from Stone Hall for a two week
“cooling o ff’ period.
There was a hit and run
accident in Lot 17 at about 1:45
a.m., on March 3.
Two pedestrians were walk
ing from their parked car, when

-
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232-6944

a vehicle came up and struck
one of the pedestrians. The
victim sustained some injuries,
but was not hospitalized. Police
have a license plate number and
description of the car.
On M arch 4, police re
sponded to the Student Center
where a fight involving some
300-400 people was in progress
during a fraternity party. A
scuffle broke out between
members of two opposing fra
ternities, Sigma Phi Rho and
another undisclosed fraternity.

By John Friberg
Staff Writer

401 C U M B E R L A N D ST.
W astfMd, NJ

P L A C E YOUR O R D E R BY M A R C H 25
A N D R E C E IV E A N EXTRA 10% OFF
O U R ALR E AD Y LOW P R IC E S

The fight moved from the
ballrooms and out into the
Student Center, where fighting
continued and a crowd ga
thered. W hen the crowd
dispersed, several people drove
across grass and curbs, causing
some damage. The college ad
ministration is investigating the
incident.
At about 4:55 a.m., on March
2, in the Blanton Atrium, three
white males were observed
tampering with the candy ma
chine by the desk assistant.
When they tried to leave the

building but the D.A. would not
allow them to do so. They then
went up into the residence hall
and hid. A police investigation
revealed that the machine had
been burglarized.
Sometime between 8 p.m. on
March 2 and 11:45 a.m., on
March 3, in Lot 17, a 1983
Chevy Monte Carlo was dam
aged. The windshield wiper and
antenna were bent.
Som etim e between 11:30
p.m. on March 3 and 3 a.m. on
March 4, in Clove Rd. Lot 29,
a 1987 Nissan Sentra was brok
en into. There was no sign of
theft, although the window was
broken, and the car itself was
damaged.
At about 2:40 a.m., on March
6, there was an attem pted
burglary in the 100 building of
Clove Rd. A resident was aw
akened by a noise at the win
dow, and saw a black male
attempting to gain entry. The
burglar fled the scene but the
resident has a description of the
suspect.

THERE IS A

NEW

LSAT

CANRAILM SS

S ta rtin g J u n e ’89

Unlimited train travel in Canada
for the unlim ited im agination.
There's never been a bet
ter time to see Canada by train.
Now, with VIA Rail's new Canrailpass, you can travel coast-to-coast or
by region for one great price. It’s your
passport to seeing Canada in the most
affordable style.

‘ IS
*. *«•■
* &

Unlimited mileage and
flexibility
The moment you own a Canrailpass
is the moment you own the country.
You may travel anywhere you want,
with as many stops as you want, when
you want. Canrailpass is designed for
the ‘plan as you go’ traveler. You can
even add days prior to your first depar
ture.

VIA trains
cover the countiy
A s Canada's passenger train network,
V IA Rail has over 11,100 miles of track.
Our trains stop in over 416 Canadian
communities. It’s a rail network that
covers the country as only the train can.

vm

C a n a d a '! R o t B a n go r Train N e tw o rk

S

T
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I COAST1TO-COAST
I MARITIME
EASTERN
1WESTERN

D E N
8 DAYS
|N/A

I $ 59.00
1$135.00
1$144.00

T
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15 DAYS
|*203

UP TO A MAXIMUM
OF IS EXTRA DAYS
J$4.25/doy

I N/A
IN/A
I n /a

UP TO A MAXIMUM
OF 7 EXTRA DAYS
I $4.2S/doy
$4.25/day
1$4.25/day

The romance
of train travel
Your vacation begins the moment
you board our trains. Friendly service,
freedom to move around ana oppor
tunities to meet other traveling adven
turers like yourself. All these unique
qualities make the train a natural
choice. Don't forget to bring an address
book to record the names of the new
friends you'll make!
For complete details, call your travel
agent or VIA Rail in the following
states:
I 800 665-0200: AZ, CA, CO, 10, KS,
LA, MS, MT, ND, NE, NM, NV, OK, OR,
SD, TX, UT, WA, WY.
I 800 361-3677: CT, NY, RI.
1 800 387-1144: AR, IA, IL, IN, Ml, MN,
MO, OH, WI.
1 800 5 6 1-3949: AL, DE, FL, GA, KY,
MA, MD, ME, NC, NH, NJ, PA, SC, TN,
VA, VT, WV.

Limited Enrollment for
June, Oct. & Dec. Tests

The ONLY
Test Training
Designed
EXCLUSIVELY for
the NEW LSAT

For FREE
Information
CALL
LAW BOARDS
Test Training

1-800-274-7737
Box 7570- W. Trenton. N J. 08628
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cont. from p. 1
was the fact that brothers of
Sigma Phi Rho from another
college campus began chanting
the traditional Phi Beta Sigma
chant.
According to LeBonn, these
chants are a highly regarded
tradition of his organization
and when members of another
fraternity chant these songs, it
is considered most disrespectful.
He added that the MSC
chapters of Phi Beta Sigma and
Sigma Phi Rho have a mutual
respect and understanding of
each other’s pledging traditions
and wanted it made clear that
MSC’s chapter of Sigma Phi
Rho was in no way responsible
for starting the fight.
The rules of decorum in
connection to pledging were not
understood by the Sigma Phi
Rho brothers who started to
taunt with Phi Beta Sigma
members, he said.
Spokesmen for both MSC
fraternities said they are still on
good terms with one another

inform ation
and
refreshments

s
fi

I
fi

and have events planned for
later in the semester.
SGA President Thomas Mergola was present when the fight
broke out. He referred to the
incident as a “riot” saying,
“what 1 saw were the most
deplorably violent acts 1 had
ever seen, worse than what 1saw
in the military. I witnessed
people fighting everywhere. I
would not call this an
altercation-it was a riot. This
was no small s.'tuation.”
He told the JGA legislature
that “anyone who tries to min
imize this situation is lying. It
was serious.”
James Roach, president of
MSC’s chapter of Sigma Phi
Rho, and Ricardo Falconer,
vice president of MSC’s Phi
Beta Sigma both agreed that
tempers flared and the situation
was quite tense, but refused to
call it a riot, saying that there
was more verbal interaction
than physical.
Both men said, sentiments
between the two MSC fratemi-

ties are amiable and that there
will be no retaliation from either
side
Roach said disciplinary steps
will be taken by an officer from
his national organization to deal
with the brothers involved in the
incident.
The administration is con
ducting an investigation of the
incident. Possible penalties may
include restriction of program
ming privileges for both organ
izations, Harris said.
According to Mergola, the
SGA is conducting an investi
gation to determine the serious
ness of the incident. He suggest
ed that the legislature “question
the validity of [the fraternities]
charters.”
He urged the Greek Council
to conduct a thorough investi
gation into the incident and
report its findings to the legis
lature.
The official report from Cam
pus Police has not yet been
released, pending further inves
tigation.

New H abitat work day planned
The MSC campus chapter of Habitat for Humanity will have a work day at the Paterson
Habitat for Humanity project on March 11. A bus
will leave from the front of College
Hall at 8:30 a.m. and return to campus about 3:30 p.m.
The next on-campus meeting will be on March 14 in the Finley Hall Construction Lab at
7:00 p.m., where Dr. Winfield Parsons will provide instruction on basic construction and safety.
Questions: call Lise Greene in the President’s Office at ext. 4231.

The UPS Tuition
Reimbursement
&
Program
ADDITIONAL UPS BENEFITS
Part-time em ployees at UPS receive:
United Parcel Service, one of the world’s largest small
package delivery com panies, offers a tuition reim burse
ment program that pays our part-time em ployees up to
$2,000 per sem ester.
If you work part-time on a specially designated shift, you
are eligible for this program. To participate, you must ob
tain a part-time em ployee tuition reimbursement request
form from your supervisor or the Personnel Department.
All courses m ust be approved by UPS. C ourses offered
in the sum m er can qualify. Upon successful completion
of each course—a grade of “C ” or better—you will be
reimbursed for all course credit charges and registration
fees . . . up to $2,000 a sem ester!

• Starting pay of $8-9/H O U R
• Medical and dental insurance and
prescription drug plan
• Paid holidays and vacations
• Company savings plan
• Annual $500 contractual bonus
• And a 401K savings plan
Just think, if you work for U PS. . . your tuition is on us!
For m ore information on our tuition reim bursem ent plan, call the
UPS facility nearest you:

Edison (201) 417-3460
N ew ark/Secaucus (201) 330-2315

>/
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Parsippany (201) 428-2200
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Troopers suspected of being tipped off
cont. from p. 3
Mergola strongly ridiculed
the raid on the Rathskeller
Thursday night by the State’s
Alcoholic Beverages Commis
sion (ABC). Eleven students
were arrested.
“The State Troopers came
dressed as students,” Mergola
said. “If those State Troopers
did not have MSC I.D.’s, how
did they get into the Rat?”
Mergola said they must have
received a com plaint from
somebody. “Somebody leaked
information to somebody. ABC

Map lO th - 24th
ü

12
n
12

a full-blown investigation.
“Needless to say, between
what happened Thursday night
and Saturday night, MSC got
a pretty good reputation this
weekend,” Mergola said.

does not operate without a
complaint. They have better
things to do than to mess with
a small pub like the Rat.”
Mergola added that a lot of
students are really upset. “I got
a report, by some people, that
even people with proper I.D.
were not allowed to go to the
bathroom for an hour and a half
to two hours,” Mergola said.
“They were made to wait inside
the Rat.”
Mergola said he doesn’t ex
pect the college to get off scotfree, and he is going to request

None of the activities pre
viously organized by SILC have
been cancelled. Basketball was
the only event which might have
been called off, but arrange
ments have been made with the

recreation department to keep
it scheduled.

SIL C privileges revoked
By Raymond Ecke
and Lynn M. Cowan________
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The SGA recently froze the
Student Intram ural Leisure
Council’s (SILC) budget indef
initely due to the organization’s
failure to process inventory lists,
contracts and monthly financial
reports on time.
As of Feb. 27, SILC ceased
all programming, with the ex
ception of basketball intramu
rals, after SGA President
Tommy Mergola failed to re
ceive several documents from
the organization. M ergola
changed the lock to SILC’s
office and confiscated its
phones, auditron and promo
tional shirts.
The basketball intramurals
are presently being run by
volunteers.
“The SGA sent three notices
to SILC requesting an inventory
list of their equipment,” said

Mergola. “Finally, the list was
sent by SILC’s advisor (Joe
Santorine). SILC is being run
by its advisors; not by the
students who were elected for
that purpose.”
Ken Staples, president of
SILC, said that he does not have
time to take inventory of all
SILC’s equipment, which is
located at the field house and
Panzer Gym. “I don’t feel that
it is my responsibility—it is the
job of SILC’s advisor.”
“I joined SILC to have fun
and program for the campus,”
Staples said. “Now, it’s turned
into work, like a paid position.”
In addition to the missing
inventory list, Mergola said
contracts had also not been
processed for the referees that
SILC hires for its activities.
Finally, the organization
failed to turn in monthly finan
cial reports, according to Mergola.“SILC, as an organization,
went defunct in December, after
VC

B B B B B Q f R K I D E N C E LIFE NEW Saf

they failed to to turn in their
monthly financial reports,” he
said.
F orm er SILC treasurer
Cathy McNeese, who is respon
sible for the monthly reports,
resigned after the budget was
froze.
The freeze on SILC’s budget
will be lifted, said Mergola, if
rem aining executive board
members Jo-el Vaugh and Sta
ples meet with the SGA to
discuss better planning and
deadline strategies. Efforts to
contact Staples have failed, said
Mergola.
Staples said he has made
several attempts to make ap
pointments with Mergola, but
has been unsuccessful. “We’re
waiting for Tom (Mergola),” he
said.
Both Staples and Mergola
indicated that if negotiations are
productive, SILC could be back
to programming before the end
of the semester.
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GOOD NEWS FOR NON - RESIDENTS INTERESTED IN OBTAINING
ON - CAMPUS HOUSING
The Residence Life Office h a s nearlq exhausted the current w aiting list for
on-cam pus housing and there are still a limited num ber o f vacancies
available!
O n - cam pus housing in our residence halls provides an excellent opportunity
to becom e m ore involved in cam pus life. In addition to the convenience
of living and dining on - cam pus, qou will be able to compliment qour academ ic
pursuits with a quality living/leaming experience. If qou are an o ff - cam pus
student interested in obtaining on - cam pus housing anqtim e between now
and next fall, N O W is the time to take advantage o f this opportunity. If
qou applq and receive housing prior to our room selection p rocess in mid
- April, qou will be guaranteed on - cam pus housing for the 1989 - 9 0 academ ic
qear. H ousing for the fall sem ester will be extremelq limited fo r those w ho
m iss out on this opportunity.
H ousing offers will be m ade on a first come, first serve b asis until all vacancies
are filled. O ff - cam pus students interested in obtaining a housing application
should com e to the Residence Life office on the 4th floor o f Bohn Hall between
the hours o f 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m
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A id recipients m ust file on tim e
cont. from p. 1
period is over, except in circum
stances when special consider
ation is given to students,
particularly EOF students.
“The reason we wait until
after the 50% Add / Drop period
is completed is to insure that
proper refunds are given in the
amount in which a student is
entitled based on his or her
enrollment status,” he said.
He said, “Once the 50% cut

off from A dd/D rop enrollment
status is known, there is no
reason students, who are en
titled to a financial aid refund,
should be refused payment.”
Students who file on time will
receive an award letter to use
to credit their accounts at the
beginning of the semester, he
said.
In an effort to alleviate some
of the same delay problems
MSC is currently experiencing,

“WHAT DO
ID O AFTER
GRADUATION?”
Many students are asking
this question. But where can
u se your degree in the best
way? O ne answer is to becom e an Air
Force officer through Air Force ROTG
\b u ’ll have an unequaled opportunity to lead,
m anage and be successful. A im High with Air
Force ROTG

CAPT FRANK DIBARTOLOMEO
201 - 596-3625

Leadership Excellence Starts Here

11 l
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Glassboro State College had
attempted to award small re
funds to students before the 50%
Add/Drop period, but aban
doned the program because an
enormous amount of red-tape
was generated by having to
track any enrollment status
changes made by the students,
Richards said.
He said with the imple
mentation of the Student Infor
mation Systems (SIS) software
package, there still remains the
possibility of looking into a
program similar to the one used
by Glassboro State College.
He said he hopes “SIS will
enable both the Financial Aid
and Business offices to work
collectively to improve their
lot.”
According to Richards, some
students have had their FAF’s
completed as early as January
1988. He said these students
will receive priority over the
students who file after the
March 1, 1989 deadline.
He added,“ Filing early allows
us to remedy many filing errors
before the March deadline,
therefore allowing the financial
aid process to continue on
schedule.”
Mrs. Vilma Maristela, bursar
of the Business Office, in the
presence of Dr. Richards said,
“the late comers are usually the
complainers.”
She said,

“SIS is not necessarily a solu
tion,” adding that many of the
delays can be alleviated if
students file prom ptly and
properly.
She was concerned that stu
dents should have an under
standing of some of the prob
lems the Business Office is
presently experiencing.
She said this year’s job freeze
has created a problem. The job
freeze has caused one office
position to be abolished and has
left another position vacant.
She said the counter and
telephone work is so great that
she is forced to pull employees
from their jobs of record keep
ing and filing to answer phones
and address student problems.
Richards suggested the pos
sibility of hiring a larger staff.
But Maristela said she is
reluctant to do so. She said she
wants to wait to see if SIS has
enough impact to diminish
much of the present work load.
According to Maristela, to
help cut down the margin of
error made by students when
they fill out their FAF’s , the
Business Office conducted
workshops in the past. She
added she would like to plan
another workshop, but is reluc
tant to do so because of the
small attendance at previous
workshops.
In view of the fact that the

Business Office is having diffi
culty keeping up with the work
load, Maristela said, they do try
to accomodate students as best
they can by making exceptions.
She said,“ Special considera
tion is given to EOF students,
particularly those who com
mute and are entitled to a
refund.”
Richards said, “Based on our
professional judgement, we do
make special exceptions for
students who are in desperate
need of aid.”
Maristela said, “Three to four
weeks after the 50% period is
a reasonable time in which
students could expect refunds,
provided that all forms were
filled out promptly and prop
erly.”
Ms. Louise Bertsche, who
handles student accounts,
added, “Pell refunds could be
awarded in three days or they
could be awarded in a month
or more.”
“Too many variables in
volved in the areas of checking
and processing in the Business
Office are the cause of many of
the delays,” she said.
Considering that about 4,000
MSC students are Financial
Aid recipients totalling around
S10.3 million in awards, Ri
chards says, “Our batting aver
age is good, provided filing is
done promptly and properly.”
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How löget
through cd % with
money to sparo
H I1

LBuyaMacintosh.

2. Add a peripheral.

3. Get a nice, fat check.
Now through March 31. when you buy selected MacmtoslfSK or Macintosh II computers, you'll get
a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple* periplieruls \ou add on - so you II saw up to SHOO
Ask for details today wftere computers are sold on campus

Apple Pays Half

The College Store
I M
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RO TC trains soldiers o f the future
By Valerie Kalfrin
Head Feature Writer

photo courtesy of Captain John E. Danielson

When Joyce Bryant was at
center court at the Meadowlands, she wasn’t there to play
basketball.
In fact, she wasn’t even on the
ground.
She and eight other ROTC
cadets were suspended from the
catwalk below the roof by a
nylon rope for the half-time
show of the Nets-Lakers game.
The cadets demonstrated a
rappelling exercise to the 19,000
fans in attendance. Using the
rope and a mountain-climbing
ool called a carabiner (a ring
that uses friction to control
speed), she and the others
descended 138 feet to the floor.
“The hardest part was just
getting over the edge,” Bryant
said. “It was pretty exciting.’’
In ROTC, however, excite
ment seems part of a day’s work.
Activities such as rappelling are
only part of what is offered in
this officer training program.
Every week, students from
MSC, William Paterson, Kean
College, Fairleigh Dickinson
Univei y, NJIT, and Drew
University converge at Seton
Hall, the headquarters of the
Reserve Officers T raining
Corps in this area.
The ROTC program is or
iented towards each branch of
military service. For all cadets,
participating in the program has
three
m ain
advantages:
scholarships, commission as an
officer either in active duty or
reserves, and valuable leader
ship and management skills.
“Our students have to be a
little more disciplined and a
little more motivated than the
average college student,” says
Captain Frederick R. Kienle,
assistant professor of military
science at Seton Hall, which
deals mostly with the army.
“The only negative aspect is that
we fight for the student’s time
along with everything else.”
“Our job is to provide lead
ership for tomorrow’s army,” he
adds. “We don’t go out and train
people to kill each other.”

They do, however, train
cadets through classes and
instructional courses in map
reading, military history, mil
itary tactics (learning how a
squad or platoon conducts
combat), and national security.
In the leadership lab, cadets
cover
nuclear-biologicalchemical warfare, first-aid train
ing, communication skills, and
weapons training.
Not all activities are military,
however. In the past, ROTC
cadets have sponsored runs for
charity, held food drives, and
sung carols at the Veterans
Hospital in East Orange.
Skills demonstrations, such
as those at the Meadowlands,
and clubs within the program
provide much of the excitement
and camaraderie.
At present, the two most
active groups are the Pershing
rifles, a 1987 national champion
drill team, and the Ranger unit,
which competes with other
ROTC units in marksmanship,
physical fitness, and a 10 ki
lometer race while carrying 40pound rucksacks.
MSC cadets at Seton Hall
admit to being attracted by
several aspects in the program.
Bryant, a senior and cadet
major who has been in the
program for four years, was
drawn mainly by the scholar
ship, but has since found other
advantages.
“It got me in shape,” she
laughs. “It’s very physical.” She
praises the advantages of public
speaking skills, travelling, and
“having a job when I graduate;”
she will go on active duty in
June.
As a woman in the program,
she doesn’t feel disadvantaged
in any way. In fact, the only
difference she finds between the
cadets is the lower women’s
scale on the physical training
test once a semester.
“The guys tend to treat you
special because there’s not too
many of us,” she says. “They
tease you a little.”
“Some girls are there to show
they’re just as good as the guys.
I personally don’t feel I have to

when competing in the rope bridge competition during the Ranger
Challenge Competition,

prove anything. We’re there to
have fun.”
A member of the Ranger
club, a staff officer, and a
member of the rappelling team,
Bryant also likes interacting
with other cadets. “I’ve made a
lot of friends. It’s very interest
ing to meet people from other
schools."
Michel Djordjevic, another
senior cadet major who has
been in the program for two
years, also finds the interaction
beneficial. In fact, he calls
ROTC the “largest fraternal
organization.”
“There’s a lot of camarader
ie,” he says. “Just like with
everything else, you build a lot
of friendships that’ll last the rest
of your life.”
D jordjevic’s interest was
mostly familial; his godfather
was in the army reserve for 21
years.
I had to choose between the
army and the marines,” he says.
“The marines are a smaller
branch and it’s really tough to
get promoted. The army offers
more opportunities.”
Djordjevic, who will get his
commission as a second lieut
enant this May, praises the
training itself more than any
thing else.
“It channels you. You learn
to strive for something and do
it, instead of blowing it off,” he
says.
Other cadets are drawn by the
variety the program offers. John
Arendt, a sophomore who is a
cadet corporal, has been in
volved in the program for two
years and is a member of the
Rangers club.
“I was fundamentally bored
with the idea of just plain old
academics,” says Arendt, an
honors student. “I wanted to
develop a different part of my
character."
“The whole concept intrigued
me. I realized that carrying
rifles, putting on camouflage,
and walking a distance in the
woods on the weekends pro
vided quite the change of pace.”
Arendt plans on attending
airborne school and receiving
his commission as an infantry
officer after college. “Being in
the army infantry is like being
a souped-up boy scout,” he
grins.
Karie Scoughton, a fresh
man, has become involved in
the air force ROTC just this
year, and has the rank of
airman, first class. “I’ve always
wanted to go into space,” she
says. “I figured the air force
would help me get into the space
program.”
A member of the Arnold Ail
Society and the color guard,
Scoughton plans to become a
pilot in the Military Airlift
Command, which transports
supplies, the army, and, on
occasion, the President.

She finds some differences
between the male and female air
force cadets, even though the
program is called “non-gender.”
“I have to work twice as hard
as the guys to prove that I can
do it as well or better, but we

don’t get any special treat
ments,” she says.
“I can do almost anything
that I’m qualified for and that
I want to do, though. Some
times it’s easier to get places
cont. on p. 9

A cadet performs a daring rappelling stunt during half
time at a Big East basketball game between Seton Hall
University and St. Johns University. Sixteen thousand
fans watched the demonstration._____________

Warnings o f suicide
Contributed by
The Drop-In Center
Every year, between 25,000 to
35,000 people commit suicide.
In fact, suicide is the second
highest cause of death among
people between the ages of
fifteen and twenty four, making
college students prime targets.
Mr. P eter M aram aldi,
C.S.W ., M .P .H ., presented
some general guidelines to help
identify a person’s suicide po
tential in a workshop presented
on crisis intervention for the
Drop-In Center Staff on Feb.
25.
Although individual cases
differ, there are some basic
indicators that can point to
wards suicide, said Maramaldi.
Low self-esteem, hopelessness, a
sense of loss and grief, loneli
ness, and apathy are character
istic of a suicidal state of mind.
Change of performance in
school and/or job, change in
appetite and emotional and/or
sleep disturbance may be additional warning signs, he said.

The actual number of suicides
each year may be higher than
what is reported due to some
attempted suicides which are
mistakenly or purposely classi
fied as accidents, said Maramal
di. While women attempt sui
cide more often, men are more
successful in their attempts. Age
also plays a role in considering
suicide—the older one gets, the
greater the chances of a suicide
attempt, he said.
Maramaldi stressed that help
is available for people who are
considering suicide. School
counselors, psychiatrists, psy
chologists, social workers, men
tal health centers, clergy, and
physicians usually are sources of
aid and referrals, he said.
The Drop—In Center, locat
ed between the Student Center
and Richardson Hall, can pro
vide emergency intervention, as
well as information and refer
rals. The Drop-In Center (a
service of the SGA) is open 24
hours a day, seven days a week
and the phone number is 8935271.
__________
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Be sure to read the instructions in your
tax package. They can answer most of
your tax questions.

cont. from p. 8
because they like to see females
in different roles.”
Even with all of its opportun
ities and advantages, perhaps
the biggest reward to the cadets
can be compared to rappelling.
As Bryant says, “It’s a long way
down, but it’s fun. It feels great
when you get to the bottom.”

HOW I MADE $ 1 8 ,0 0 0
FOR COLLEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS.

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger joints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
Not me. My job takes just one
weekend a month and two weeks a year.
Yet, Fm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurri
canes and floods. They’re also an
important part of our country’s military
defense.
So, since Fm helping them do such
an important job, they’re helping me
make it through school.

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. Fm also getting
another $5,000 for tuition and books,
thanks to the New GI Bill.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They’ll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I’m in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
Guard will help me pay it b a c k -u p to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000—or more
—for college for just a little of my time.
And that’s a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600,* OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
•In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957; Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; N ew Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska, consult your local
phone directory.
© 1985 United States G ovem fnent as represented by the Secretary of D efense.
All rights reserved.

MAIL TO: Army National Guard, P.O. Box 6000, Clifton, NJ 07015
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ABC bust forces MSC
to lose the Rat again
Once again there is trouble at the Rathskeller, and once again
the students of MSC come out on the losing end.
The official administrative statement says that an investigation by
state police representing the Alcoholic Beverages Commission (ABC)
resulted in the arrests of 11 MSC students. Nine were charged with
underage drinking, one for providing a minor with alcohol, and one
for obstructing the investigation. In addition, a 12th student was
charged with disorderly conduct by MSC campus police.
Sounds simple enough. The students were underage, they knew
the risk they were taking. They have no excuse. Still, several things
don’t seem right.
First, why would the state police bother to investigate a small
campus pub that only serves alcohol one night a week? The answer
is simple: someone on campus must have notified the ABC that
there might be underage drinking going on at the Rat. But why
would they want to close our Rat?
Next, if the state police were undercover posing as students, how
did they get in? Surely, they didn’t possess MSC I.D.’s. In addition,
when SGA President Tommy Mergola called the state police office
in Clifton for a copy of the police report, which would fall under
the public information act, the police refused to release it.
It is very easy for the administration simply to say that this is
an isolated incident involving only a handful of MSC students. The
truth is that underage students can be found drinking in the Rat
on any given Thursday night. It’s all a matter of who you know.
In fact, at least one Student Center building manager has reported
underage drinking in the Rat.
So it would seem only fair that some of the employees of the
Rat who let these 11 students enter and drink share in some of
the guilt. Perhaps the college should give more consideration during
the hiring of those in charge of checking I.D.’s and serving alcohol.
So once again MSC is without a pub for at least the next two
weeks. After that, who knows? And once again we can only remember
when alcohol was served more frequently and there were less
problems. Perhaps this is the most sensible solution to an ever
increasing problem on our campus.

Anti-drug message our best weapon
Washingtonians celebrated St. Valentine’s Day
in a variety of ways last week, some of them
more fun than others. For example, 13 people
were shot. Not at one time, you understand, but
you shoot one here, two there and by the end
of the day it adds up. Most of them were “drugrelated incidents,” as the police so quaintly refer
to them.
Lest people get the wrong impression, Mayor
Marion Barry called a press conference to
announce that “Washington is not Dodge City.’’
The mayor of Dodge City immediately responded
by calling a press conference to announce that
Dodge City wasn’t Washington, either.
Precisely 50 years before, the conscience of a
nation was outraged when a hit squad of Chicago
bootleggers lined up seven members of a rival
gang against the wall of a garage and machinegunned them. It was the famous “St. Valentine’s
Day Massacre,” celebrated in story and song and
it was credited with inspiring an anti-crime
backlash across the nation.
Only three people died in Washington’s St.
Valentine’s Day “massacre.” Not enough. It
created hardly a ripple. It wasn’t that unusual,
you see. If things continue as they have been,
Washington will average 10 killings a week during
1989; that’s up from seven a week in 1988.
Nor is Washington itself that unusual a major
American city. I saw a story out of Kansas City
the other day. A couple of months ago six people
were killed in the firebombing of a house there.
The victims ranged from an infant to a 76-yearold woman. I seemed that the occupants of the
house had complained to police when a “crack
house” had opened for business up the block.
The drug dealers responded by hiring two youths
to firebomb their accusers. They paid them $75
apiece, $25 a life.
Those stories can be duplicated or topped in
New York or Detroit or Los Angeles or Dallas
or Miami or in any of a dozen other American
cities. Did I say dozen? Make that a hundred.
Drugs are leaching into our national life like
toxic waste seeping from an industrial dump,
poisoning everything they come in contact with.
We have taken a first, ominous stride toward
the Colombianization of our society. The drug
dealers have long since taken over the streets,
now they’re after our neighborhoods. Eventually
they’ll own our police departments, our city halls,
our courts and our federal government.

You think that’s an exaggeration? So did
Colombians 20 years ago.
I don’t get a sense of urgency about the problem
emanating from the White House. There was a
good deal of talk about executing drug dealers
and such during the campaign but none of it
seemed serious or made much sense. We now
have a “drug czar,” William Bennett, a man with
no background in either law enforcement or drug
abuse prevention. In any case, there’s a real
question as to what sort of resources are going
to be made available to him.
None of that is good enough. We spend about
$300 billion a year on “defense,” basically to keep
the Soviet Union out of Kansas City.
In “the war on drugs” or rather, drugs’ war
on us, Kansas City has already been invaded.
All of our great cities are under siege, we’re taking
casualties in the hundreds of thousands and we
have yet to mobilize for the fight.
W hat’s wrong with us? Have we truly lost all
capacity for outrage, save that which we reserve
for higher taxes? Apparently so.
It becomes clearer and clearer what we should
do about the drug plague—everything. We should
take the best minds in the thought control
business (advertising) and put them to work
designing messages that will convince people,
particularly youngsters, that drugs are ruinous.
Then we should spend enormous sums of money
seeing that the message is spread. We should
crank up all our resources, including military,
to slow the torrent of drugs coming into the
country. We should make it virtually impossible
to sell drugs openly on the streets of our nation
or operate a drug house in a respectable
neighborhood. We should hire judges and
prosecutors and build jails to accommodate the
people we will be bringing to justice. We should
do all that and more and damn the cost.
Will it work? Who knows? You can’t always
win a war; the point is we shouldn’t be willing
to give up our country to the forces of evil without
a fight.
The situation is becoming desperate. This is
no time to be keeping our heads; panic is
indicated.

Donald Kaul is a syndicated columnist with
Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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Fraternities apologize
for ballroom scuffle
Publisher has obligation to Rushdie
The Rushdie-Ayatollah affair will not go away
in part because Khomeini continues to attach to
the publication of “The Satanic Verses” the very
first priority, in part because there is genuine
confusion over just how second-echelon partic
ipants in the controversy are expected to behave.
The literary critic Hugh Kenner reminds us
of a fearful precedent. In 1915, D.H. Lawrence’s
novel The Rainbow was prosecuted in a British
court. It was, said the King’s Counsel, “indecent.”
It happens that the judgment had little practical
effect on The Rainbow, which a few years later
was back in print. The damage was in the ripple
effect: Because the court held not only the author
guilty and liable, but also the publisher; and also
the printer who had set type for the book.
In so ruling, the court acted out a common
law tradition of culpability that we smile at as
an occasionally indulged anachronism. Under
one legal school, a libel initiated by a newspaper
endangers the truck driver that transports the
newspaper and the vendor who sells you a copy
on the street corner. These baroque fancies are
not seriously distracting anymore, but in 1915
it was otherwise.
“ For decades,” Professor Kenner writes,
“England had a de facto censorship. Publishers
could always claim that, however broadminded
they themselves were, they must safeguard an allimportant relationship with a printer. And for
years the publication of anything vital of James
Joyce’s Ulysses notably happened in Paris. The
victim wasn't Joyce. The victim was the mind
of England.”
What the Ayatollah appears to have done is
revive the antique notion of comprehensive
responsibility (the film manufacturer becomes coresponsible for “Deep Throat”). We have known
for a fortnight that firms in France, West
Germany, Greece and Turkey that had contracted
to publish Mr. Rushdie’s Satanic Verses have now
reneged. They put their case rather simply, as
Harry Hoffman of Waldenbooks did after
removing Rushdie’s book from his chain: They
don’t want their stores bombed or their salesmen
endangered.
There was talk by the avatars of a free press
charging cowardice and betrayal of common
responsibilities to defend the First Amendment.
But the charges have not deterred.
Last Sunday’s London Times reveals that the
publishers, Viking Penguin, who brought out Mr.
Rushdie’s novel, are negotiating with Britain’s
Moslem leaders. The objective is to propitiate

them, and to get from them some sort of peace
offering that can be waved across the Mediter
ranean to the Moslem world. The projected deal,
according to the story, is that Penguin will
promise not to publish the paperback edition
scheduled for this fall.
The story by correspondent Amit Roy goes:
“Penguin also appears prepared to discuss other
demands of the Moslem leaders, such as the
inclusion of a “health warning” in the remaining
unsold copies of the hardback edition. This would
point out that the book is a work of fiction, a
product of Rushdie’s fertile imagination, and
should not be treated as source material for
research into Islamic history.”
Now I belong to the school that believes that
in order to have heroes, you absolutely need to
have non-heroes, and that the former are far rarer
thanthe latter. Most people who see danger ahead
run away. That is the way the world works. A
Harry Hoffman can say in his defense: Look,
I am a resourceful man and I am amply wellequipped to protect myself. But as much cannot
be said for my employees, and if there is in Boston
or in New York or in San Francisco an
unemployed Moslem terrorist who has mastered
the art of making up a Molotov cocktail (there
are books around that will tell you what the
simple formula is) and is drawn by the divine
mandate of the ayatollah to a branch of
Waldenbooks, who is to stop him from carnage
at Waldenbooks?
Now Penguin has a contractual obligation to
Rushdie, and the honoring of this obligation is
vital to its strategic commercial interests. So that
Penguin has told the British Moslems that the
acquiescence of Rushdie in any projected deal
is necessary. But, the Times reports, Rushdie is
bound to cave in. “While Penguin has a duty
to Rushdie, Rushdie has a duty to Penguin. He
should ask for cancellation of the paperback and
get Penguin off the hook.”
So there it is. The author has a new respon
sibility: to protect his publisher against threats
in the event they should materialize upon
publication of the author’s bo6k.
How to get to the source of the trouble? He
is in Qom. And it is overdue for civilized countries
to react to the Ayatollah’s terrorism by imposing
an economic blockade severe enough to be
denounced as satanic.
William F. Buckley Jr. is a syndicated columnist
with the Universal Press Syndicate.

Tom m y Talks

Controversial ABC raid at The Rat
Just when you thought it was
safe to go back into the Rat
again.
That’s a pretty popular cliche
that’s going around campus
these days, all due to the Al
coholic Beverages Commis
sion’s (ABC) raid on the Raths
keller last Thursday night where
11 students were arrested. Not
to excuse those students for any
charges filed against them, but
how could this have happened

the way it did is an important
question.
Several state police officers
from the ABC were able to get
in the Rathskelleron Thursday
night. They probably didn’t
have MSC I.D. but they were
still able to penetrate security.
Once inside they observed what
they believed to be illegal con
sumption of alcohol.
The rest of the picture is
unclear since the ABC in Clifton

has refused to release the police
report on this incident. There
are student reports that the
police never identified them
selves. There were also some
complaints about an abusive
and harassing police officer
named Drecker. All of this is
still up in the air.
What is clear is that someone
alerted the ABC of the possi
bility of underage drinking at
cont. on p.12

This letter is intended to put
to rest any rumors regarding
Saturday’s incident in the Stu
dent Center Ballrooms. We, the
brothers of Phi Beta Sigma and
Sigma Phi Rho fraternities,
regret the unfortunate alterca
tion that transpired at the event
sponsored by Sigma Phi Rho
Fraternity and Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority.
The unfortunate activities
that transpired, were instigated
by visiting students, and not by
members of our chapters at
MSC. The problem of visiting
students will be addressed.
This letter is in no way
intended to justify the conduct
of those included. We are writ
ing to the campus community
to inform the students, and

faculty, that we do not promote
these type of activities and will
work hard to prevent such
activities in the future.
We want it to be known, that
our involvement, during the
mass confusion, came in the
form of dispersing the public,
for their own safety.
The brothers of both organ
izations assume full responsibil
ity for Saturday’s disturbance
and will work together to pre
vent similar incidents from
occuring in the future.
The brothers o f Sigma Phi Rho
Fraternity Inc, Zeta chapter and
the brothers o f Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity Inc, Kappa Epsilon
chapter.

P resident responds
to alum nus9letter
In a letter printed in last
week’s Montclarion, alumnus
Rodney Stubina attempted to
falsify the SGA’s position on the
faculty/administrative advisor
role within an organization.

Stubina’s inane attempt to
paint the SGA president as a
dictator, filled with paranoia,
shows he knows nothing ol
what has occurred on this
campus in recent months.

First, the SGA president
never stated that an alumni may
no longer advise a Class One
organization. The SGA presi
dent simply feels that an advi
sor, in a working capacity
within the college, would result
in good cooperation and har
monious feelings when student
organizations work with the
college.

Stubina claims that the SGA
president did nothing when the
idea of review committees for
student publications were being
thrown around. Once again,
Stubina has failed in his imma
ture approach of discrediting
the SGA. In the February 16th
issue of The Montclarion, SGA
President, Tommy Mergola
told the thirty-four legislators
that he opposed the idea of a
committee.

Secondly, the new amend
ment doesn’t even come close
to stating that an organization
is not allowed to choose its own
advisor. On the contrary, all
organizations will be allowed to
elect their own official advisor,
so long as they are either a
faculty member or an adminis
trator of the college.
In addition, Stubina states
that he personally will not be
able to advise if all the consti
tutions are altered. This is not
true. Stubina, with all his infi
nite wisdom, will be allowed to
perverse any concept he wishes,
so long as the organizations
allow it.
What needs to be made clear
is that if an organization feels
that their advisor is restricting
their programming or their
creativity, that organization
may remove that advisor and
select another,

Just to ease Stubina’s con
cerns, the SGA President has
been working on Lot 13 closings
(unlike the misinformed alum
nus, who parks his car on the
sidewalk obstructing pedestri
ans). He also has been doing
something about security, as has
the rest of the SGA.
If Rodney Stubina would be
such a competent advisor, since
he has been such a tremendous
success as a former editor of the
yearbook, then why was his
organization thousands of dol
lars in the red? What organiza
tion would want an advisor that
is fiscally irresponsible, especial
ly when the yearbook organi
zation is doing well without his
advice?

Tommy Mergola
SGA President
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B usin ess
office mess M ore com plaints about Business Office
cont. from p .ll
the Rat. It is not common for
the ABC to conduct an oper
ation without a complaint first
being registered.
Who would do this? Who
would be know ledgeable
enough to inform ABC that on
this night—there will be teenag
ers drinking illegally. That’s the
question that hasn’t been ans
wered, and one we would all like
to know.
But regardless of who called
ABC, What is the college’s role
in all this? Isn’t the college partly
responsible for not supplying
adequate security to insure that
no minors would enter the Rat.
There are a lot of “ifs” cov
ering this topic and no one
seems to have the entire story.
T hat’s where we step in. The
SGA’s Ad-Hoc Committees on
Alcohol will look into this
matter. I request that an inves
tigation be conducted by the
college to address the issue of
how those police officers got
inside.
In the meantime, until the
story is straightened out, I
recommend that those students
arrested seek legal counsel to
m ake sure their rights are
safeguarded, since some of the
arrests appear to be controver
sial.

To the editor:
Are others out there getting
impatient waiting for money
form the business Office? Now.
I’m sure the Business Office is
swamped with work. I’m sure
their aim is not to incur the
wrath of poor, hungry, desper
ate students, but I've never had
to wait this long (to their credit)

and it’s about to get annoying.
I figure, all tolled, from the time
I was “ aw arded” my TAG
money, I’ve been waiting more
than half a year to receive it.
Why?
After having been put off all
last semester, I was told to come
in a week after the semester was
over to pick up the money.

When I did, they only gave me
my PELL grant. I was told then
(with a chuckle) that although
my TAG money was there, they
wouldn’t be able top process it
until the following semester.
Process it? Fine.
This semester I have been to
the office three times. The first
two I was asked to come back

because no one had worked on
my papers yet. The last time I
was asked to come back on
Friday and maybe they’d have
a check for me. Maybe.
I don’t enjoy complaining—
more often than not. it’s point
less. But I need this money! The
government has established that
cont on p.18

Library gives student the run-around
To the editor:
Sprague Library has $60 of
my money and I want it back!
1 had taken out two books
and somehow during my com
mute to and from campus they
got misplaced.
Okay, they were overdue and
I owed the library some money,
seventy cents. Meanwhile, the
library added to my tuition bill
the full cost of these books and
labeled it as an outstanding
balance from the previous se
mester.
Books in hand, I went to pay
my tuition in the Business Office
and was told that this outstand
ing balance had to be paid now
and that I’d have to work it out

with the library. So I foolishly
paid thinking that the library
staff would be, if not friendly,
at least receptive to the situa
tion.
Now, they were happy to
accept the books back but a
refund would be out of the
question. It seems that notifying
the Business Office that the
books have been returned is too
much trouble. This is all they
have to do, I checked at the
Business Office.
I was told to talk to Lou
Rodriquez, head of circulation,
who had no idea what to do and
lacks the ability to make a
decision on his own. He has to
consult a Mrs. Yeh who seems

to know even less than him.
They claimed that I received
a letter notifying me that these
charges would be added to my
bill, however when I tried to
explain that 1 never received
such a letter they came up with
another lame excuse as to why
a refund would be impossible.
At first 1 thought that this
must be a joke, certainly the
library of all places would be
cooperative. Not a chance.
I’ve gotten such a run around
from everyone with whom I
spoke, No one can give me a
straight answer.
I consulted an attorney who,
when I asked if I had any legal
rights, responded firmly “Abso-

lutely, it’s your money.”
Mr. Rodriquez, Ms. Yeh,
here it is in print for everyone
to read, reconsider and stop
trying to make an example of
me. I’m involved in many or
ganizations on campus, I pay
my student fees. I’m not going
to just let this go.
So, a notice to all students
who may have any additional
charges added to their tuition
bill, don’t pay! At least until the
library gets its act together.

Kristine Roome
senior/finance

Seniors Participating in the 1989
Graduation, come experience the

“NEW SENSATION”
Senior committee is sponsoring a

PARTY CRUISE
for all ’89 Grads, 1 bid per ID
Date April 14,1989
Boarding tim e 8:30 pjn.
Cruise 9 - 1 2 a.m.

D J & Dancin'

Cash Bar available( ID required)
Buses w ill be available for those who need
Watch for more details
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STUDENTS TO BE

201-746-5600
Serving all the travel needs for MSC
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13th March - UN speaker - talk on world peace relations i ;
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room 126, 2:3 0 p.m - 4:0 0 p.m.
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1 ; 14th March - French Day - room 12 6 food sam pling, lecture t;
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and French expressionism
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15th March - Arab Day
16th March - exhibition & Voodoo lecture 411 & 4 1 2
17th March - Dinner, ballroom s ß & C
Shirts d ue on March 9th
Class II of SGfl
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1
11’
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R IEN TA TIO N
WORKSHOP
LEA D ER S
NEW STUDENT ORIENTATION PROGRAM
SUMMER 1989
"A GREAT PART-TIME JOB"
FOR M ORE INFORMATION AND AN APPPLICATIO N ,CO N TACT
LAURA OR DEAN HARRIS IN STUDENT ACTIVITIES,
ROOM 400, STUDENT CENTER, 893-4206
APPLY BY MONDAY, MARCH 20, 1989.

T 1

Now that we have your attention,

The Montclarion
needs all kinds of weird people to do all sorts of weird things, so “let’s go to the video tape, I mean, come
on down; I think I’m losing my marbles.” There is a grand prize of one news story each (mostly lectures
and limited to one per person) for the first 100 students to make it down to rm. 113 of the Student Center
Annex. So get down on it, no, no get down to us real quick for this once in a lifetime offer. See you
soon!

The Montclarion is a Class I of the SGA

III

i l l ,l—m UL_U H — J-U

P X — fJJi

1X1
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Part I of Bands of MSC:
The Night has now arrived

M eet the

Delia Barrak in action.
This photo and article are
courtesy of Anthony DiPasquale.

This week The Montclarion proudly presents Meet
the D.J.
This column features on
WMSC, the college’s radio
statio n . It focuses on
WMSC’s diverse line up of
new music including hard
core, heavy metal and jazz.
This week’s D.J. is Delia
Barrak. She is the station’s
program director and has a
show Tuesday nights from 9
to 12 p.m. The basic format
of her show is dance oriented
rock featuring new releases.
“We are really on top of
what’s on the scene,” said
Delia. “We are sponsored by
Dance Culture magazine and
get new cuts before the other
stations do.”
The station, located on
101.5, is totally run by stu
dents. It also reached the
Arbitron ratings last year.
“It’s a great opportunity
for students to learn about
radio broadcasting. There is
always air space for new
D .J.’s,” said Delia.

By Dominic Pandiscia
Staff Writer________________

i!

The Night is a band made up
of two MSC students. Jody
Terres (drums) and Gordon
Vincent Rezzonico (guitar, vo
cals) provide some fresh new
music to the thriving New Jersey
music scene. The third and final
member of The Night is Chris
Brickford (bass guitar) who is
located in Wayne.
Stating artists such as U2,
Sting and The Beatles as influ
ences, The Night has released
a demo tape of original music
which is both interesting and
aesthetically pleasing.
The six song demo tape
exemplifies the thoughtful song
writing abilities of Rezzonico
who is an English major here
at MSC but originally hails
from Perth Amboy.
As Rezzonico states regard
ing his songwriting, “You can
express yourself if you’ve got the

Witness the search within a man
in motion picture True Believer
By Oren Silverstein
Correspondent
Twenty years later, America
is still fascinated by the Sixties.
Judged by some to be the last
of the years that mattered, the
decade in fact, started with the
Kennedy assassination in 1963
and ended with the Watergate
scandal in 1972.
Those interim years are re
called with fondness by those
who lived during those turbu
lent days. They are regarded
with equal reverence by the
children o f the Eighties, a
curious fact considering most
were not even bom during that
era.
As a response to that wave
of nostalgia, the media has
assaulted the public with a
barrage of products designed as
response to their needs. The
latest entry to this genre is a new
film entitled True Believer.
On the surface, True Believer
may look to be one of these
films like The Big Chill that say
“ w hat once worked in the
Sixties, won’t work today.”
Thankfully, the film does not
take that course. Instead, it is
a study of one man’s rebirth.

The reason behind this loa
thing is that in order to uphold
the law which he believes in, he
has to put drug dealers back on
the streets again.

has been convicted. W hat
ensues is a funny, fast paced and
exciting mystery to catch the
real killer and to vindicate an
innocent man.

His former passion for justice
and his work is regulated to the
faded newspaper clippings oi
former triumphs that hang on
the wall of his grimy Greenwich
Village office. His former rebellionness is gone except for the
shaggy ponytail he affects and
his penchant for listening to the
music of Jimi Hendrix and The.
Doors while he gets stoned on
pot.

All the players in the film are
first rate. Kimg as the wronged
man (played by Yuji Okumoto)
gives a fine and dignified per
formance. He is able to convey
the emotions of a broken man
who finds a kinship with Dodd,
another broken soul.

Enter Roger Baron (played
by R obert Downey, J r.) a
young, bright, eager lawyer
fresh out of law school. He has
turned down a variety of better
paying and prestigious job
offers in order to clerk for
D odd, a m an whose work
Roger has admired all through
law school. Dodd recognizes
himself in Roger and has further
scorn for himself and what he
has become.

Roger acts as the catalyst to
bring Eddie out of his hole. A
Edward Dodd (played by
woman wh,ose son was convict
James Woods) is an anachro
ed of murder eight years ago
nism. A form er civil rights
comes to Dodd for help when
activist and lawyer who fought
her son is again accused of
for what was right and for what
murder while in prison. It is
he believed in is now reduced
Roger who convinces Dodd to
to defending the constitutional
take the case.
rights of drug dealers. While he
believes in the principles behind
After much research, the two
his actions, he still loathes
—men-realize- that- the wrong-man
4VBiselD

Robert Downey, Jr. has final
ly found a vehicle for his talent.
After appearing in a string of
disastrous movies where he was
regarded as the only worthwhile
performance, it is good to see
a role for him where he works
with the material not in spite
of it.
But without question, the film
belongs to James Woods. Al
ways an intense actor, he
tempers his role with humor,
humility and a genuine under
standing of the character.
He is played not as a man
who has to win because he is
the “good guy,” as in the case
with other courtroom dramas,
but rather as a man who knows
he has to stand up for his
convictions because no one will
do it for him.
It is safe to believe in the
progression of Woods’ charac
ter in True Believer. This is a
role that will not be overlooked
come Oscar time.

Pictured above are members of The Night. They will be
performing at the Belmont Cafe in Haledon tonight, Mar. 9.
Call 239-8923 for further details.
faith in yourself where your soul
lies and can bring it to the front
in the most natural situation
and leave it for the people to
decide and take it for what it
is.”
The result of this philosophy
is an uncompromising sound
which tells of its influences, but
is by no means derivative. The
lyrics are both socially con
scious and introspective, yet fall
short of the increasing problem
of preaching in socially aware
bands.
As Rezzonico states, “I am
not trying to sell my beliefs but
rather just asking that they be
acknowledged. I hope to skip
the intellectual response to
music by the listener and go
right for the -soul as is done in
poetry.”

The musicianship of The
Night is very good and the
songwriting inspiring, which
leads to a high recommendation
for checking out the band. They
will be performing Thursday,
March 9 at The Belmont Cafe
in Haledon (passes can be
obtained by calling 239-8923)
and Friday, March 31 at Wayne
Valley High School.
If you wish to hear some of
The Night’s music, you can call
our own W MSC-FM for a
request or contact Jody Terres
at 239-8923 for a copy of their
tape.
The Night is planning to go
into the studio this month to
record new material which, as
Jody Terres states; “...will show
more solidity and growth in
musical direction." Stay tuned
for more information on The
Night, or you'll be sorry you
didn't!

Fa m o u s l a s t w o r d s
FROM FRIENDS TO FRIENDS.
“Nobody drives m y car but m e!9
“A re you O K to drive?”
'*’n ~few beers?”

DRINKING A N D DRIVING
C A N KILL A FRIENDSHIP
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Nolan’s Notes f t

loto courtesy o f Public In fo rm atio n

By Jarrett Nolan

The Murray Louis Dance Company will be
performing in Memorial Auditorium Friday, Mar.
10 and Saturday, Mar. 11 at 8 p.m. under MSC’s
Cultural Programming. A review of the show will
be featured in next week’s edition of The
M ontclarion.

Hello and welcome to another edition of Nolan’s Notes. Here
is a wrap-up of the Grammys. “Don’t worry, he’s ecstatic” is
pretty much what Bobby McFerrin was humming as he left
the Grammy award ceremony on Wednesday (2/22). Of the
5 nominations he received, McFerrin copped 4 of them.
Newcomer Tracy Chapman walked away with 3 of the little
statuettes. Rumors arise that many disgruntled people left the
show that night because instead of the lightweight pop “Don’t
Worry, Be Happy” taking both Record and Song of the Year,
the voters expected the more socially relevant “Fast Car” to
take at least one of the two top honors. I agree. George Michael’s
Faith took album of the year and Anita Baker received R&B
Song of the Year for Giving You the Best That I Got.
MINI-NOTES: Diana Ross buys into the label that made
her a household name some 20-plus years ago. Towards the
end of last year Motown Records was sold to MCA and Ross’
deal with the company will “fulfill a 20% minority-ownership
clause” stipulated by Motown founder Berry Gordy. In
anticipation of the deal, Ross is in the studio now and her
new album on her old label will be released in May with a
tour to follow...Madonna’s “Like a Prayer” debuted last
Thursday (3/2). If you missed it, you can probably turn on
any radio station and you’ll hear it within the hour.
MINI-NOTES II: Back to the Grammys: I have nothing
against Tex-mex mariachi music, but answer me this: Why
would the academy nominate 8 legitimate Tex-mex bands and
Linda Ronstadt knowing damn well they’d pick her because
she had the only recognizable name in the line-up? Huh?!..Did
anyone catch how funny McFerrin was trying to be when he
won? No one laughed. Kinda tells ya somethin’, huh? Look,
Bobby, we know you’re happy, now go home!...The answer
to last column’s trivia question: The guitar riff in Tone Loc’s
“Wild Thing” was furnished by Van Halen. This week’s question:
(For fans only) What actual Van Halen song is the riff lifted
from? Think about it...Until next week...

Montclair State College Accounting Society!
TUESDAl] HIARCH 14, 4 p.m.:

Student center R oom 411-412.

TO PIC: P ublic Speaking IDorkshop
SPEAKER: Coopers an d Ly b ran d
*Officer nom inations*
TUESDAl], APRIL 18, 4 p.m.:
Student Center Cafeteria C
TOP1C: llleetinq the CPA R eview Course
SPEAKERS: Becker CPA Review Course
Fox-Lam bers CPA Review Course
Person/lDolinskq CPA R eview Course
*Officer elections*
IDEDIlESDAl] APRIL 19, 6:00 p.m.: R obin H ood Inn-Ualley Road Upper TTlontclair
15th Annual Accounting Symposium
TO PIC: Tim e m anagem ent for the Accounting Professional.
How to Successfully Itlanage the Early If ears of Ifour Career
*Business A ttire R equired*
TO U a .m .- 3p.m .
T l p .m .- 3p.m .
IP 12:30 p .m .- 2:30 p .m .

TUESDAlf m A lf 9, 4 p.m.:
Student Center R oom 411-412
TOPIC: Planning l]our Career in Accounting
SPEAKER: Cliff Illiras Senior Partner, Source Finance
Specialist in Recruitment of accounting and financial professionals

m ag azin e-in d u stry T rends

R 11 a .m .- 3 p .m .

**REFRESH M EN TS F O LLO W IN G A L L M EETIN G S**
**NEW M E M B E R S A R E A L WA Y S W ELCOM E**

A ccounting resource C enter Hours
C areer lnfo=
T u to rin g
CPA EXAm & Review Course Info:
Basement m o reh e ad H all-------—
T h« RISC Accounting Society i* a Clai* 11 of SGA
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Mother Goose and Grimm
¿337«A,(ir.__

Jeff MacNelly

rW f m w w *
JSAUITHIS

IN'tAPV
AMPTHg
TRAMP/

Bloom County
Berke Breathed
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Personals
-Let’s stone ’em or something!
-K ev-say cheers around 4 BC
-Look for Senior Portraits, April 24,
25 but don’t bother the yearbook
-M ags-M oo!! I never knew it was so
expensive to take care of a few cows.
-Can I have a kiss? Well, how about
a hug?
-Why are you guys such penises?
-C.L.U.B. Rules. That’s your opinion.
-Hi L.W. Miss ya. B.C.
-John, you wish you could have a car
like that.
-Mr. T. E-Congrats on getting a job
in Student Activities.
-He goes with Nicole, she’s our cheer
leader, he really likes her, he’ll never
beat her.
-Ann M arie-Did you have fun at the
SGA m eeting-the person who is not
supposed to be at the table
-Billy, my footprints probably have
more flavor than the pizza!! luv, your
favorite typesetter
-Tim O’C- Guess who just got out of
the water from finishing his race.
-Kev I like this song. I think I should
get the tape.
-Thanks for lunch Giggles. We’ve got
to do it again. Maybe even dinner.
-Liz, what are those gremlins doing
under your bed anyway?! And how
many are there? luv, Lisa
-Mimi—Are you real or are you invis
ible? D on’t forget to pack your small
caliber pistol for the next party. Love
Jo
-Suzi-Q- D on’t ever go away. Kenny.
-Kerry, Mimi, Tony La, Tony-Thanx
for keeping me company on Friday
night, Jo-el
-Mike Spano, a lover, a swimmer, but
not a fighter.
-Mike Spano, he’s the only one 1 know
who never pulled an all-nighter.
-Kerry—I love ya. Thanx for everything
you did. I really appreciate it. You’re
a great friend. Thanx for being there.
Love Jo-el
-M im i—G otta love being invisible.
Guess who? Your invisible Twin
-Kerry-Very.
-Budha Belly-Pop any “zics” lately?
-Fraulein-H ow do you solve a problem
like Patricia?
-Amy Hopascotch—1 bet you do Helter
Skelter better than Beverly Sills.
-R avi-Stay away from my girl, Suresh.
-Wendy, I’m home.
-Mike—Luis Sanchez makes the Scrub
Squad.
-K im -Y ou could be Mrs. Oley.
-T .M .-G et enough sleep lately? Those
DA T’s will give you no problems. 1
know it. See you this weekend.-V.K.
-Becke (a.k.a. the Beckster)—Looking
forward to our camping trip on 4/12.
Please don't go to D.C., but if you must,
bring me a present.
-Dan—Here’s to a hot and steamy spring
break in South Amboy.-Xavier
-Woo-hoo-hoo!
-D an (221)—Try a 12:00 lunch at
Freeman any day.-F302
-Tim C .-N o retractions! Break out the
comfy chair!-Val
-Hi, Aim. Hope I caught it while it
lasted!-Val
-A—I’m really h---- ! Like, I’m serious.
Turn me on!-H .K .
-Tim -H ave you had anything strange
hanging off of your lamp lately?-Kate
-Adam —Happy St. Patrick’s D a y Love, Kate.

-Dr. Weissman, We will kick your
BUTT in Rummy-O next time-just you
wait!! C & C

By John Paid

GAG REFLEX

-Wilbur, Essmissessmoore! Essmissessmoore! Dr. Aziz & Piggy
-Luisa-“...not even the rain has such
small hands.” Love Dominic
-Matt, Keith, John, Toney, Lorraine,
Nancy-Thanks for 500 miles of support.
You guys are the best! Love, Sue and
Carolyn
-Just Sue-Congratulations on making
All Tournament team. We Beat Keanbest game ever! P.S. Kim, where are
your socks?
-Michele-Boy aren’t you the wanted
woman on campus-“the part” and
Ronald McDonald are lusting after
you. Go for it. Love your Wacked
Roommate
-Yeah, Babe-“ I feel like winning,”
especially “every time my team beats
Kean!” “Go Team!"
-To all of my teammates and coachesthank you for making my last season
the best season EVER! Love, SueBecker
-Anybody call for me?
-Taran and Michele-Stop blowing up
those condoms on your heads!
-108AA presents a night in the tropics.
-Yeah, Amy Sue.
-Len Greany-Your sexy, don’t lose it!
-Hello, is Jenny there? This is Bill.
-To the immature losers called friendsyou’re not losers.
-Bubba-Open your eyes and see what’s
up. You’re living in a fantasy world.
You know where you should be.
WAKE UP! Someone does care for you
very much. Boo Boo
-Mike Spano is a man from a neigh
borhood, where Volpi’s from, it’s called
Rutherford.
-Rob, John Lennon LIVES! Ssshhh,
don’t tell anyone... -J.L .
-Prince Charming-Thank you once
again for dinner Monday night-and for
coming to my rescue Tuesday morning,
I appreciate your gallantry. -Y ou r
Princess
-To the girls in 305B- Thanks for the
pineapple. See you Sunday.
-Michael Jack Pavolony has no Elvis
in him.
-M on k ey-l’m ready-it’s time that we
adopt a fishy-—love your Little Fishy
-Zsolt will you come warm up my car
too?
-Hi Ed, what’s up?
-To my favorite typesetter, please wipe
your feet before you put footprints on
my pizza, luv ya, B.C.
-Somebody get a swatter. There’s a guy
running around with a fly on his head.
Two of them.
-Ed from I06C is Bernhard Goetz. I
swear.
-He’s always hungry, he likes to snack,
he goes to McDonald’s and he gets a
Big Mac.
-Ill bet Jill Budge has four locks on
his door.
-Kim J this week’s winner of D.B. of
the week is...
-Zee, what butt — country did you say
you came from?
-To the Weenie, we don’t love you
anymore & you’re not on our Christmas
card list.
-R o b —as long as you make the
bed...Chris
-Eric-must be something in the ice
cream, But I don’t know. Thanx for
being my personal shoulder. Love your
wonder twin.
-Daddy-when you die I get the car and
the gold. (Now it’s in writing) I LOVE
YOU! -you r little angel

-Pete & Eric-You were right all along.
It was me. Shh!!!
-Shnookies—I’m looking forward to
next year. I’m still searching for the
spok doll! Love ya —Don Ho
-Dexter—Just think, your first personal
in two years. Love your favorite D.A.-Linda
-Tammy, Let’s be friends. Keeping an
honest relationship. Jorge
-To the pledges o f Alpha Iota C h iGood luck & hang in there only 5 more
weeks! Love sister Linda #80
-M aggie-I’m glad things are going
better. Let’s stop making macaroni and
cheese with extra ingredients. Love ya
Fozzy #80
-Eleanor-W ill you accept a personal
from me? Will you call if I ever play
the piano again? -J e ff
-Eleanor—What do James Cagney,
Groucho Marx and Pete Rose have in
common? We know, but do the other
readers have a clue? -J e ff
-W ho’s in the house?
-P.C.—Sorry I had to cut the meeting
short. CVR
-Sari, here’s to... and... clink! We’ll have
to do Dewey Park again!
-Elaine, Too bad it’s gonna be another
non-tropical spring break-w e’ll do
D.C. though. Here’s to suck-n-blow and
tying the game.
-Dear Hon, What a great week—thanks-I enjoyed spending my nights with
you... Love always, Snooks
-I smell the blood of a stinkpuss
-Stites—Guys are nothing but trou
ble..STAY AWAY FROM THEM! -Halkowich
— Melissa, Congrats...! I had Fun Sat.
night, you should come to Clove with
me more often. Don’t blame Marc and
Jeff, even you couldn’t have stopped
me from drinking that Absolut! love,
Lee
-Chris, You should know Anne’s better
than Sig.
-B.C.-Just wanted to say Hi! HI! Z.L.
-TKE’s are in the House?
-Mimi, Do you have any fingerprints?
-To the brothers of Alpha Phi Omega-Jon, Leon, Juan, Hussein, Jim, Lenore, Linda, Kathy O, & Kim—Las
Vegas will never be the same. I can
hardly wait. Love, Kathy Q
-C.Fuller-“Glink” Ed lately? Have fun
skiing. Thanks for running with me for
a microwave. Love is scary, but we’re
having too much fun to get goosebumps! Love ya-V J-D J
-To Phi Beta Sigma, Forget all the
wanna be’s, you are the originals and
we are behind you 100 and Blue percent
- “Blue Sweet"
-M.C.I. (not the phone co.)-your God
is much more giving than mine! Want
to try the Loop? That is if we can get
a break from studying! Love K
-Rich F .-H op e everything between us
goes as well as I want it to! ALL
YOURS, Doobie

-To sex crazed female. I’m a six foot,
well defined gentleman looking for
companionship. If interested please
write back. Yours truly, ready and
willing.
-Pha and Puff, let’s go the the Baltimore
Zoo!
-I never went to the bathroom in
someone’s sink, twice!
-MEN SUCK!
-I would like to know why some girls
are moochs? And don’t care who they
step on!
-TJ—That sausage biscuit was yucky.
Maybe I’ll catch 21 Jump Street with
you this week. Don’t call before 11.
-Delta, you better watch who your
loyalties are to! Is it us or is it them?
-Cousin D a n -I hate the Enquirer. Let’s
see if I can go a whole week without
making the front page.
-John—California sure is far away... I
MISS YOU! Hurry back! Love, Lisa
-Campus Police-The Radar Gun is
CUTE! What’s gonna be your next
scam to RIP-OFF students!—Blmfd.
Boys
-Waun (aka sssssamantha!), next wee
kend why don’t you try Kim—it’s a lot
shorter and faster!! Love your stepfath
er. —p.s. thanks for doing the lips!
-Kevin, are you really into incest? You
live with IDIOTS!!! Karen
-M urph-W here’s my tape?!! If I wanted
a shot of Tequila, 1 would have asked
for it in a glass, not down my back!
(just kidding)-Lisa
-C ongratulations Chrissy - you ’re
almost there! We’ve missed you! Love
ya, Liz, Taran, and Michele
-Dork—As your resume indicates, you
can compute infinity plus two, and you
know only fools avoid telephones
because of a mere one percent.
-Bean & Waun—Play me some more of
that study music! Aren't you glad that
I bought the toilet paper? Have fun at
the concert!!
-I’d like to thank the ABC for ruining
a perfectly good night at the Rat!
-Sharon (from Spring Lake)—This is
just a note to say “hi"! How is the
observing going? By the way please
don’t dye your hair black!—Karen (from
Brookdaie)
-To the Cresents, Be strong, the road
to Sigma is long and hard but we know
you can make it, love Sigma Swee
thearts.
-To The Cresent Hearts, Congratula
tions, on a job well done; keep up the
good work. Love Sigma Sweethearts
-D B -H ow about some real dessert.—
KK
-To the Sigma Pledges, Good luck this
weekend-youll need it
-Lets Vegas-5 days of drinking & no
hangovers.
-To Mark (Stone), Happy 20th Birth
day! Enjoy and remember that I think
you’re great! Love ?

-Waun—But who was really sitting in
the backseat with us Friday night?
Love, Beansprout. p.s.—gonna have the
best weekend!
-Labs—I couldn't be happier-Love Nev
-Delta Theta Psi—A Unique Sorority!!
—Crackersack: Anyone ever tell you
you’re the best??? You are! Love Ronnie
-Erin & Eric, Bring me back some
sunshine from the Bahamas. What’s the
use of having snow if they don't cancel
class? Love Lee
-SBC, You have got the RS and I love
you for it. You really are T.P.G.
Remember #71 and C of P. Olive Juice!
Love you! D.J.
-A.R.C. is open!
-“Bud”-bet you can’t wait for the other
half of the Valentine’s Day present...
Love Beany
-To Seppe: A Bloomfield girl wouldn’t
give you the time of day! Crawl back
under your rock!! Blmfd. Boys
-Campus Keystones-the part with the
red number points towards you!!! good
luck
-Happy birthday slug. Love the chunks
-Good of the brotherhood to Join for
getting a job at the Hitchin' Post. From
Leon
-Slug, watch the cake, you can’t fit
another hole on your belt
-NFBF #1—Hope you don’t mind that
I put down in words, how wonderful
life is while you’re in MY WORLD.
- I love you! NFBF #2
-C heryl-H appy 20th B-day! Enjoy
yourself! & Get Drunk! Love—Beaner,
Waun & Wwhat?
-Better to be looked over than over
looked! How many more days to TWB?
-To Senate Steve —Have a fantastic
birthday this year, and may many
prosperous ones follow. Love always,
Samantha
-Ray-lf you weren’t so darn cute, you
would have driven me crazy about a
year ago. Happy Belated Anniversary!
Lots of love and thanks for everything.
Me.
-Magus-Hi I’m wasting space. Kris
-Honey-Congrats on your “D". You’ll
pass Spanish, I just know it. Jane
-Gene-Nice to see your friendly face
again. The little snots.
-John M.-When are you going to throw
a party when we can attend? K. and
M.
-By the way, you're looking more
conservative every day.
-Kris, I love you, PIGGY!!!
-For the guy who has no friends. Bull,
sorry to hear it.
-Rodney-Youll never be forgotten.
-Who’s Rodney W
—Lynn - No matter what anyone says.
I’ll always love you with all my heart.
Love, John.
-Billy - I dream about your nipples all
day and night. Mr. Turtle, Esq.
-Zsolt - Please take what I said with
a grain of salt. You’ll always be my
friend. Mr. Turtle, Esq.
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classified
Help Wanted
-Responsible babysitter for 18
mo. old twins, Tues., Wed.,
Thurs. 2:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Non-smoker. References and
own transportation. 680-8354.
Bloomfield.
-Fem ale model wanted for
Catalog Photography. Product
display, erotic clothing, some
topless. AH work done in a
professional manner / environ
ment! Call Marty. 833-8225
anytime.
-A “mother’s helper” with threeyear-old and newborn, M-F 48 p.m. Supper, bath, toy clean
up, non-smoking driver, $60/
week.
-Babysitter needed for 22 month
old girl. Minimum 2 nights a
week starting at 5 pm. Salary
negotiable. Own transportation
desirable. Call 744-8923 Upper
Montclair.
-W anted cam p counselors.
Frost Valley seeks students who
will make a difference in child
ren’s lives. Campus interviews:
Mar. 14. Sign up. Career Ser
vices for more info. 744-3488.
-Word Processing, Don’t Waste
Precious Time Typing! Term
papers, resumes, etc. FAST,
INEXPENSIVE! Local Bloom
field C tr. location. Also,
available-Banners for any occa
sion! Call 743-6421.

-PARKING ATTENDANTS
ALL SH IFTS-Perfect job for
students. Drivers License req.
18 or older & have own car. Ex.
sal. Call Advanced Parking
Concepts. T-F 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
: 857-2008
-Em ploym ent O pportunities
available in the exciting field of
autom otive retailing. Justus
Buick, 880 Bloomfield Ave.,
West Caldwell. (201)226-7878.
-Word Processing of resumes,
thesis, powerful professional
resumes. Psychology theses our
specialty. Located in Little
Falls, off Rt. 23. Special student
resume rates. 256-426L
-Word Processing term papers,
thesis, resumes, cover letters,
etc. Jet-quality printing. Fast,
accurate, affordable. FR EE
pickup/delivery. Call for stu
dent discount! Imprint Word
Processing. (201)763-0484.
-Professional typing at home.
Reasonable and negotiable pri
ces. For further information
please call this number 6946053.
-Babysitter: For 16 month old
girl. Occasional week-day and
week-end evenings. For further
information call Karol, even
ings after 7:00 pm 746-6867.
(Near College)

Tax Benefits for Older
Am ericans
-Need' audio/stereo equipment
but don’t want to pay new prices
? Then call : “DISCOUNT
DAN, THE AUDIO MAN”
Seller of used mid-range and
high end stereo equipment. Call
338-7871 (leave message)
-Dining room and bedroom set,
microwave, and other house
hold items. Call 472-5988 or
438-3595 after 9 p.m.

..StfT H A T i;
WHŸ T H fm
CAW-Êp-rHË
’«Sputen
YSAFS'

Datebook
-Tongue tied ? Nervous ? Come
to our “Public speaking work
sh o p ” A ccounting Society
Meeting - Tues., March 14 th
Room 411-412 Student Center

Attention
-Accounting Resource Center Mon. 11 -3 , Tues. 1 -3 , Weds.
12:30 - 2:30, Thurs. 1 1 - 3 .
Morehead Hall basement
,-Ski weekend/Hunter Moun
tain. March 17 - 19 or March
24 - 26. $ 135 per person includes R /T transportation,
weekend lodging, meals. Beer/
pizza bash Friday nite!! Nile
clubs nearby. Call Tony 4788901 or Chris 783-2564.
-Big Eight accounting firm is
seeking proofreader of financial
statements. Salary excellent.
For details, come to Career
Services, S tudent C enter

As an older taxpayer you have an extra
exemption; you may also be eligible for a
credit. Use the order form in your tax
package to request free IRS Publication
554 for details.
A public service message from the IR S

ABC busts
The Rat
cont from p.12
that is the case. I work hard at
this college to make it worth
MSC’s while to have me as a
student. Surely, there are others
in the same position. The Bus
iness Office is very quick to
expect responses to their bil
lings. Perhaps they could find
a little time to respond to the
students’ needs.

Your Source
of
Government
Inform ation
To locate the Depository library in your area, contact your
local library o r write to the Federal Depository Library
Program, Office of the Public Printer, Washington, DC 20401.

ATTENTION
ON WEDNESDAY, M ARCH 15th
A T 10:30 A M . IN RO O M 112
STUDENT CENTER

,

THE BOOTHS FOR CARNIVAL WILL GO

FIRST COME BASIS
MORE INFO WILL FOLLOW
CHECK YOUR MAILBOXES IN SGA
G lfyß U a claAA 9 o/

Name withheld by request
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sports

Basketball League
runnins smoothly
By Kenny Peck
Running Silky Smooth As you probably know by now, S1LC (The Student Intramural
Leisure Council) had their budget frozen by the SGA. Why it happened is not relevant in this
section. What is relevant is the effect it has had (and will have) on the programming SILC provided.
Immediately, we can look at the five-on-five basketball league currently being run.
It’s easy to go down to the gym and complain about the twenty dollar fee for the shirts, or
the fact that the league is only a double elimination tournament. But reality is that the people
running the show there are doing the best that they can with what they have. Games start on
time, they’re organized, and someone was even able to coerce some students into refereeing the
games. Not an easy thing to do, considering the verbal abuse these guys have taken and are going
to take.
It would have been very easy for the people in charge to dump the whole project and concentrate
on organizing the next event, presumably the softball leagues. But they didn’t. Keep that in mind
before getting on one of the refs, or complaining of the conditions. The league is running better
than it has a right to be after what has taken place.
At the Meadowlands
Precious Paul
&Deadly Dorone
Special Kelli
JC's Scooter
American Storm
Internist

Psycho Rich
&Dave the Barber
Tar Baby
Automatically
Rambling Rudolph

Based on a $2.00 across the board bet:
+$9.60
-$17.20

Mike the Spike
&Kenny Do It?
Pocono Fox
Artie's Party
Diapers

+ 19.20

(Subject to verification)

Mwwwwmmm'w

Tony the Tiger
&Frank the Fade
Locke Vance N
BJ’s Fifth Avenue
Singing Strings

+.20

Trivia Time-Out

'i
Each week, The Montclarion publishes a list of sports ' i
questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia. ’ i
In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered ' i
'i
in the following issue.
' i
If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper, 1 i
drop it off at The Montclarion office in Room 113 of the Student
Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer ’ ,
will be published in the next week’s issue. Deadline for
’ f submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.
ii
1l
i i 1. W ho said “I guess I forgot to d u ck ” after Gene Tunney ;
Il
' l defeated him?
' l 2. W ho gave up zero walks in 68 consecutive innings of
' i pitching?
I
•1 v 3. W hat m ajor league outfielder ran the bases backward
after hitting his 100th career hom e run?
' !■4. In what city was the first S uper Bowl played?
’ i 5. Nam e the two N ational League players who won the
II M V P award three times.
'i
1r
IBisnw
’l
u b ) S ‘* l |a u a d u i B 3 ¿ o h ■§ isapSuy sori p :|[ b s j 3 i j ¿ u i u i i p
’i
¡ ¿ a s d u i S Q j p s p *j : s j 3 M s u y
! l ■£ i u o s M a q j B i v ¿ | S | J i | j
1
'!
3 i Answer to last week’s stumper:
' l How many dimples are there on a golf ball? 336.
■’ 1 Submitting the correct answer:
' l Ed ‘T h e Body” Burleigh and the Bayonne Bombers.
,
\ \ This week’s stumper:
i1
\l
W ho was the Am erican League hom e run cham p in 1909 ' i
'1
' 1
1 l with nine round-trippers?
’k

jI

Becker caps off fin e career with
selection to A ll-Regional team
By Mary Carlomagno
Staff Writer________________

‘I hope that they
miss me as a person
and a player, be
cause I know I will
miss them .’

Sue Becker, a four-year vete
ran of the MSC women’s bas
ketball team, was picked as a
member of the All-Tournament
team at this weekend’s National
Collegiate Athletic Association
Regional Championships held
in New Concord, Ohio.
H E R E’S A NEW T A X LAW T IP
Generally, the new tax law requires children and
other dependents to file tax returns for 1987 if:
• they have any investment income, such as interest
on savings, and
• this investment income plus any wages is more
than $500.
Publication 922 contains detailed information. To
get one, call the IRS Forms number in your local
telephone directory.

Sue Becker

“It was gratifying to be at the
Regionals to begin with,” said
Becker, who finished the season
as the team’s second-leading
scorer behind sophomore Kim
Wilson. “I am very honored to
be a part of both teams.”
Indian head coach Jill Jeffrey
called Becker “a great role
model who just took control
when needed. She couldn’t have
had a better season.”
The Indians, who were chos
en to go to the Regional playoffs
as an at-large bid, lost to
number three ranked Muskin
gum College in the first round
by a score of 88-69.

-A Public Servicea t the IPS

1

But in the consolation game,
the Indians beat arch-rival Kean
College, who they lost to in the
final round of the New Jersey
Athletic Conference playoffs
just seven days earlier and who

Sue Becker
the Indians hadn’t beaten in five
years.
Becker, the only graduating
senior on the MSC squad, sees
this season as ‘ a nice way to
end a career.’
“I couldn’t have asked for
anything more. Although we
didn’t win the conference, we
had a lot of fun getting to the
Regionals,” she said.
As a team member, Becker
sees herself as a leader who
would keep the team working
together. She also stresses the
importance of team unity.

“You can’t be an individual
on the court. You need to worry
about the team, not how many
points you are scoring.”
According to Becker, a com
bination of strengths helped the
lady hoopsters succeed this
season. “This year, we had a lot
of individual improvement on
offense, plus our strong play on
defense. But the most important
aspect was the chemistry of the
team.
“You have to like the people
you play with."
After being involved with
basketball since thé seventh
grade, Becker is sad in leaving
but hopeful that she has left her
mark on the game of basketball
as well as on MSC.
“I hope that they miss me as
a person and a player, because
I know I will miss them. And
I hope 1 taught them the desire
to play hard.”

The M SC Track and Field team is sponsoring the Third Annual M r.
and M s. M ontclair State and the Open M SC Bodybuilding Extravaganza,
open to both the M SC population (student division) and non-students
(open). There will be trophies and prizes awarded in ail weight classes
and both divisions. The tentative date is A pril18,1989, at 8.DOin M emorial
Auditorium. Interested male and female contestants must contact John
Blanton by A pril 4 at 893-4468.
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Women end season on a high note
Stopped by Muskingum College but knock off Kean behind Becker’s 26 points
By Al Langer
Sports Information Director
It's all over, but the 1988-89
MSC women’s basketball sea
son will live on for many years
to come.
In a year reminicent of the
powerful squads from the late
seventies, the ladies of MSC
took themsel ve s to their emotio nal and physical lim its and
accom plished w hat none
thought they could. A 20-win
season and a third place finish
in the NCAA Atlantic Regional
Tournament left them with the
recognition of being one of the
top 24 teams in the country.
The Indians played perhaps
their strongest defensive game
of the year and defeated Kean
College in the Consolation
round of the Regionals, 59-54,
sending head coach Jill Jeffrey
and her players home with
!smiles as large as their hearts.
“This is the best feeling in the
world,” said Jeffrey after the
Kean game, and with good
reason. The victory marked the
first time in five years that MSC
has been able to beat Kean,
spanning back ten games since
Jeffrey became the MSC coach.

Indians fou n d that dream s can com e true
According to Jill Jeffrey, head coach o f the MSC women’s basketball team, the 1988-89 season
was one dreams are matte of. The difference between this dream and others like it are that
this one can « true.
“This was a storybook season,” she said. “It’s rare for a team to reach its potential. I believe
this team has done th a t Thai was a great exam ple o f what can happen when
placed before the individuals."
It wasn’t supposed to be this way. Coming into the seaon, the Indians lost thencaptains, Sue Ehrmann and Nancy
graduation,
to an off-season injury. But the Indians started out strong, >
first six games
and stamping themselves as contenders with
nth victories over Division
Smd Highly
touted New York University*
But the turning point o f the season, according to Jeffrey, was a 65-55 loss at Glassboro State
on January 24. After that gam e, she says, things we re looking up.
“After the Glassboro gam e, we decided together that we would go out and give 1000% all
the time. I think that was the point things turned around for us.”
It certainly was. The Indians won six o f their next seven games after the Glassboro contest,
losing only to Kean, 57-55, in a tight gam e at Panzer Gym.
'■
.
Over the course o f the season, there were many heroes for the Indians, including leading
rebounder Carolyn Savio and tending scorer Kim W ilson. But there was one player on the
team who made a big difference-Sue Becker.
“Sue Becker couldn't have had a better season,” Jeffrey said. “This season was a great tribute
to Sue. She’s an excellent role m odel, on and off the court. I don’t think she can be replaced.”
________________ _____________________ :__________________________— --------------------------------

Sue Becker, a senior guard
from Ocean City, NJ, was a onewoman wrecking ball Saturday
night against the Cougars as she
took feeds at the top of the key
and drove to the basket, result
ing in either layups or a trip to
the foul line.
After missing three of her first

four attempts from the line in
the opening half, Becker nailed
13 of 14 free throws in the
second stanza, including nine in
the last three minutes of the
game to ice it for MSC. She
finished the game with 26
points, her second-highest point
total of the year.

“I couldn’t have asked for a
better season,” Becker said,
“and this was the best way to
end it.
“It’s a feeling of satisfaction.
After coming so close (to beat
ing Kean) so many times and
playing well and losing, it feels
good to beat them.”

Sophom ore forw ard Kim
Wilson added eight points while
junior center Carolyn Savio,
who finished the season ranked
fifth in the nation in rebounding
with an average of 15.5 boards
per game, had 18 rebounds.
In the opening round of the
Regionals, M SC was over
matched against the eventual
Regional winner Muskinkum
College, which entered the game
with a 21-game winning streak
and a 27-1 overall record.
After falling behind 41-30 at
the half, sophom ore guard
Cathy Madalone fueled a 27-12
second half run with three threepointers and a pair of free
throws. This pulled the Indians
to within 12, 77-65, with about
three minutes left. Nonetheless,
the Lady Muskies regrouped
and finished the game with an
11-4 spurt for the final score of
88-69.
Becker was rewarded for her
efforts as she was selected to the
Atlantic All-Tournament team
at the conclusion of the Cham
pionship game.
It was a fitting ending for
Becker and the perfect closing
chapter in this novel-like year
for the MSC women’s basket
ball team.

G onzalez, M on aco take D iv . I ll titles,
head to O klahom a C ity for D iv . I N a tis
By Kenny Peck
Sports Editor_______________
Karl Monaco and Pete Gon
zalez will com pete for the
Division 1 national champion
ship in their respective weight
classes after winning the Div
ision III championships this
weekend.
The Division I champion
ships will be held in Oklahoma
City, Oklahoma on March 1618.
Gonzalez, who won the Most
Falls Trophy and was named
the Outstanding Wrestler of the
entire meet, won his second
consecutive Division 111 title
with a pin of Pete Heyek of
John Carroll College, his third
pin of the meet.
M onaco,
M SC ’s
150pounder, took home his third
Division III national champion
ship by decisioning Dave Za-

riezny of Cortland State, 9-2.
Mike Picozzi, the only other
MSC wrestler to make it to the
quarterfinals, won two bouts
before falling. O ther M SC
wrestlers competing in the tour
nament were Shan Harewood,
Ken Huff, Scott Vega and
Armando Nardone.
“Karl and I have to get each
other mentally ready (for Div
ision I nationals), push each
other,” Gonzalez said. “We can
do it. It’s just a matter now of
being mentally prepared, men
tally ready.”
Monaco and Gonzalez are up
against the ddds in their fight
for Division I national cham
pionships, as only two others in
history (MSC’s Kenny Mallory
and Trenton State’s Tom Martucci) have been able to ac complish that. But they have
been there before, and they are
determined and confident in

themselves.
‘We’ve just got to take one
match at a time,” said Gonzalez.
“W e’ll leave strategy to the
coaches. W e’ve ju st got to
wrestle.”
The Division I champion
ships features the top 34
wrestlers in the country for each
weight class. Last season, Mo
naco finished third and Gonzal
ez finished second overall, good
enough for Division I AllAmerican honors.
But not good enough for
G onzalez or M onaco. This
season, the two seniors are
determined to take home the
Division 1 titles, and will stop
at nothing to get there.
. “When I was winning and
doing well in December, my
brother said to me, ‘This must
be your month’,” Gonzalez said.
“But when I came back and did
well in January and December,
I said, ‘Nah, this is my year’.”
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DYNAMIC DUO-Karl Monaco (1.) and Pete Gonzalez.

